Proposing Development of Community-based Physical Activity Park for Elderly Population of Pakistan
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ABSTRACT

Physical inactivity is known to be as performing less than 150 minutes of moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity per week. It poses a substantial risk for not only non-communicable, chronic diseases such as stroke, diabetes etc. but also contributes to the global mortality. Evidence suggests that the usual urban green environment is sturdily related to several health paybacks to the elderly population, which includes not only decreased cardiovascular mortality, Type 2 Diabetes risk, but overall improved physical, emotional, and mental health. It also invokes physical activity for community involvement, natural green curative sensory effect, spiritual boost, and leisure recreation to the elderly. Additionally, parks serve to perform activities like exercise, gardening, brisk walk or simply meditation in the natural environment. Unfortunately, in Pakistan, the urban green spaces like parks are scarce. Most people do not have access to well-designed parks. People over the age of 50 and above seem to be most affected by this deficiency. There is a need for specially designed parks that can address the challenges faced by elderly people while exercising. This study summarises the available evidence for designing special open area space in parks for the elderly population across Pakistan and highlights the need for further work to alleviate the global sickness of physical sedentariness among the elderly.
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Physical inactivity is one of the leading causes of disability and poor health outcomes in the older adults. It is related to approximately 3 million deaths per year resulting from 6-10% of major non-communicable diseases like stroke, diabetes, etc.¹ The recent prevalence of physical inactivity is reported up to 80% in Pakistan according to WHO Pakistan country profile statistics.² This staggering number is attributed to COVID-19 pandemic and the lockdown measures. Subsequently, a considerable number of elderly became even more physically inactive and reported sedentary behaviours for approximately ≥8 hours (h) in a day.³

The recent evidence has reported overall beneficial effects of walking for the elderly.⁴ According to Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), at least “150 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic activity or 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity aerobic activity and two or more days of muscle-strengthening activities per week is recommended.”⁵ Furthermore, some studies have also emphasised the need to visit urban green spaces to stimulate health by offering space for physical activity, stress relief, and social interaction among elderly. It also provides nature-based solutions to reduce negative impacts of sedentary lifestyle due to urbanisation and pandemic related challenges for physical activity.⁶ Parks are open green areas that offer leisure activities, serve spaces for social interactions, and provide extraordinary relief to the elderly residents of the community. They are particularly advantageous for those who might be at risk of social isolation and certain non-communicable diseases like stroke, diabetes, etc. A specially designed area for elderly in parks can remarkably reduce not only the frequency of being socially isolated but will run prospects for positive-interactive interface of attachment with the natural environment. Therefore, WHO has listed social participation and outdoor spaces like parks and open spaces as mandatory, especially for the elderly. Indeed, parks can pose as an explicit setting where senior citizens can interact with the other elderly, work out, visit with their families, or get along with their grandchildren, too.⁷ Therefore, park prescription for the elderly will serve as a unique approach to promote to spending time in nature and exercising for better health and well-being. This is why, several park prescription trials have been conducted which were found to produce beneficial effects not only on the quality of life for the elderly but to also improve psychological and cardiometabolic outcomes.⁸ Optimum design strategies for outdoor...
natural spaces suitable for the elderly should be proposed based on their preferences for physical, physiological, and psychological health. Studies have suggested specifically-designed physical activity areas with average size, the site and physical activity equipment. A study observed the impact of providing free exercise outdoor and reported improved health, low depression, and alleged stress rates among the elders who walked in the natural surroundings as compared to those who did not.

Another study suggested the preferred duration of park-based activities from 15 to 60 minutes or more for the elderly. In addition, the recent evidences suggest that planners while planning, should critically consider different design elements accessible for the elderly, such as restrooms, drinking-water features, good signage, accessibility for wheelchairs, proper lights at night-time, umbrellas, proper walking paths, numerous resting stops, sloping trails with extra shading and less steep, and less dogged tracks for accommodating all kinds of elderly people. Additionally, park placement for elders should be sensibly considered in relation to facilities often used by seniors, such as nearby mosques and public centres.

Preussen Park in Germany is the first one which encourages elderly to exercise, including eight low-impact exercise machines (flexibility machines, leg trainers, and back-massage machines). These machines benefit elderly to easily perform isometric exercises allowing them to build their endurance and balance. Similarly, developed countries like China have a total of 32 geriatric parks with 235 exercise equipments and have greater concern about the health of their senior residents. Resources are being allotted to promote physical activity via “Elder Park,” also known as “Geriatric Park” which contains exercise equipment, like a set of pedals, stairs, ramps, and turntables that can help seniors to exercise on balance beams and raised-up footpaths along with stretching muscles and developing stamina. Such exercises will help them to enhance overall coordination, balance, mobility, and strength.

There is a dire need in Pakistan of specially-designed parks for elderly people. Pakistan should take clues from countries that have invested in improving quality of life of elderly people through park prescription. It should be tinkered according to the particular needs of the elderly population, keeping in view the weather and sociocultural elements.

It is high time to take the lead in reducing the global burden of disease by promoting physical activity and in turn, healthy ageing. Pakistan should start investing in projects related to the well-being of the elderly population. The need of the hour is to develop specially designed parks for the elderly and to educate and encourage them to incorporate at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic activity or 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity aerobic activity and two or more days of muscle-strengthening activities per week in their daily life-routine.
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